Analyzing Reaction Time Sequences from Human Participants in Auditory Experiments
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Abstract

Sequences of reaction times (RT) produced by participants in an experiment are not only influenced by the stimuli, but by many other factors as well, including fatigue, attention, experience, IQ, handedness, etc. These confounding factors result in long-term effects (such as a participant’s overall reaction capability) and in short- and medium-time fluctuations in RTs (often referred to as ‘local speed effects’). Because stimuli are usually presented in a random sequence different for each participant, local speed effects affect the underlying ‘true’ RTs of specific trials in different ways across participants. To be able to focus statistical analysis on the effects of the cognitive process under study, it is necessary to reduce the effect of confounding factors as much as possible. In this paper we propose and compare techniques and criteria for doing so, with focus on reducing (‘filtering’) the local speed effects. We show that filtering matters substantially for the significance analyses of predictors in linear mixed effect regression models. The performance of filtering is assessed by the average between-participant correlation between filtered RT sequences, and by Akaike’s Information Criterion, an important measure of the goodness-of-fit of linear mixed effect regression models.
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1. Introduction

In psycholinguistic experiments, reaction times (RTs) are frequently used as observable measures of the cognitive effort necessary to complete a task, e.g. [1]. RTs are easy to measure. At the same time, however, RTs are difficult to interpret, if only because observed RTs (e.g., measured via a button press) are the combined result of several sequential and parallel cognitive, neuro-physiological and mechanical processes (see, e.g., [2, 3]), each with different effects on the observed RT.

One short-term effect is related to the stimulus itself (its lexical status, phonetic make-up, morphological complexity, the density of its lexical neighborhood, frequency, indexical effects, etc.), but RTs are also affected by factors that are not related to the stimuli. These confounding factors include long-term effects (participant’s health condition, age, gender, handedness, general cognitive abilities, gaming experience, etc. [4]) and medium-term effects (attention fluctuation, strategy changes, fatigue) (see, e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and references therein). These medium-term effects are collectively referred to as ‘local speed effects’.

In experimental set-ups, participants are usually exposed to randomized trial ordering. Local speed effects make it difficult (or senseless) to compare raw RTs responded on the same trial across participants. Indeed, the between-participant correlations between observed RT sequences are typically low, sometimes insignificant, and sometimes even significant but negative (e.g. [13, 14]). One way to analyze and understand RT sequences is by comparing them to computational model simulations, e.g. [7, 10, 11, 15, 13, 14, 3]. In this paper we focus on the RT sequences as observed. We present a number of options for filtering the long-term and medium-term effects from the observed RT sequences, and show the large impact of filtering on the analysis and interpretation of linear fixed effects regression (lmer, [16]). Linear mixed effect models are often used to analyze RT data and to investigate significance levels of predictors of interest ([17, 18], see also [19]) in auditory lexical decision and word comprehension experiments. Typically, lmer models have the RT given to the previous stimulus (‘previous RT’), which captures the local speed effects, as significant predictor. In this paper, we show the consequences of replacing ‘previous RT’ by a filtered (detrended) variant.

Filtering can be performed in many ways. Our first assessment criterion does not require any regression model, but instead is purely based on the average between-participant correlation between filtered RT sequences. As a second assessment criterion, we use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) of lmer models in which the filtered RT replaces the ‘previous RT’ as one of the predictors.

2. Data

For this research we re-used the RT data in the BALDEY corpus [20]. Twenty native listeners (10 male, 10 female, 18 to 23 years) without reported hearing problems were paid to participate in this lexical decision experiment. For each of the 20 participants, the experiment consisted of 10 sessions, one per week. Each participant made lexicality decisions on a total of 5541 stimuli, about half of which were pseudo words. In the analyses in this paper we used the log-transformed RT sequences recorded in the individual BALDEY sessions.

3. Method

Our detrending method is based on the idea to consider a sequence of RT values as a signal varying over time, with low, mid and high frequency components. If we assume that an observed RT sequence can be modeled as a superposition of high-frequency effects imposed by individual stimuli and medium- and low-frequency effects that can be subsumed under ‘local speed’, removing these local speed effects boils down to applying a high-pass filter with a adequately chosen cut-off frequency. For example, the RT on the preceding stimulus can be modeled as a high frequency component, and as a point estimate of the amplitude of the local speed wave. As with any point estimate, this may be quite unreliable, but it does have the advantage that its effect is very local and confined to a single stimulus – if it turns out to be an outlier, its impact is limited.
Several techniques are available for obtaining filters that are scalable and that generalize beyond point estimations. In this paper we propose three options (see section 3.2 and further).

3.1. Filtering and linear mixed effect models

A frequently used lmer model that predicts the RT sequences in psycholinguistic experiments uses fixed effect predictors such as word frequency, the duration of the stimulus, the previous RT, information about the morphology of the stimulus, and subject and stimulus as random effects, with previous RT as random slope, e.g., [18]:

\[
\text{lmer\_model} = \text{lmer}(\log(\text{RT}) \sim \log(\text{wordfreq}) + \log(\text{dur}) + \ldots + \log(\text{RTprev}) + (1|\text{subject}) + (1 + \log(\text{RTprev}) | \text{stim})
\]

Invariably, word duration (dur) and the ‘previous RT’ (RTprev) are among the most significant predictors of the current RT. [13, 14] proposed to replace the ‘previous RT’ with a weighted average of a larger number of preceding RT values. This weighted average is denoted \(\text{ma}RT = \text{ma}RT[1, 2, \ldots, N]\), where \(N\) denotes the number of RT measurements in the experiment session to be detrended. In their proposal the effect of previous RT values decays exponentially with recency:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ma}RT[1] &= \text{RT}[1] \\
\text{ma}RT[i] &= \alpha\text{RT}[i - 1] + (1 - \alpha)\text{ma}RT[i - 1] \quad (1)
\end{align*}
\]

with \(0 < \alpha \leq 1\). The resulting \(\text{ma}RT[i]\) (‘moving average RT’) serves as generalization of ‘previous RT’ in lmer models. Observe that \(\text{ma}RT\) generalizes the ‘previous RT’: by setting \(\alpha = 1\) we see that ‘previous RT’ is a special case.

In terms of filters, \(\text{ma}RT\) is the output of a low pass filter in which \(\alpha\) determines the cut-off frequency. In the detrended RT sequence \(\text{RT} - \text{ma}RT\), long-term effects and mid-term effects that were present in \(\text{RT}\) have been removed. This can easily be seen in the case when the RT sequence consists of the same RT values: the \(\text{ma}RT\) sequence will converge to the RT sequence and the difference sequence will therefore approximate 0.

It can be shown that the ‘length’ of the relevant RT history in \(\text{ma}RT\) can be approximated by \(\approx 1/\alpha\) stimuli. Since typical lengths for the relevant RT history vary between 5 and 10 ([12], p. 409), values of \(\alpha\) around 0.1 can be expected to be optimal.

3.2. Participant-independent \(\alpha\)

We applied detrending using Eq. 1 on the RT data in BALDEY [20], and investigated the impact of the detrending parameter \(\alpha\) on the average correlation between the detrended log-RT sequences across all pairs of participants. Ideally, a proper detrending removes the participant’s individual local speed effects and therefore increases the average correlation between participants. Given the observed RT sequence, outliers are identified and \(\log()\) is applied, the sequence is detrended (as a function of \(\alpha\)), and finally resorted to keep in line with the same stimulus ordering for all participants. The average correlation between the 190/2 pairs of two participants as a function of \(\alpha\) is shown in Figure 1. The horizontal axis displays \(\alpha\); the vertical axis shows the average between-participant correlation. It can be seen that the average correlation has a fairly narrow maximum, and that the optimum correlation (0.174) is reached for \(\alpha \approx 0.05\). This implies that in BALDEY the RTs of about 20 previous trials are needed to obtain a stable estimate of the current local speed effect.

This result can be considered in parallel with an AIC analysis. Fig. 2 displays the AIC of three different regression models as a function of \(\alpha\). These three models are variants of the regression model shown above, in which ‘previous RT’ is replaced by \(\text{ma}RT\). In an exploratory analysis, i.e. the search for a good regression model that ‘explains’ the observed data, one often has to contrast slightly different lmer models, and the significance of predictors of interest is directly related to the competition between lmer models (e.g., [19]). The models chosen in this experiment differ with respect to the inclusion of the predictor \(\log(\text{word frequency})\) (absent in 1, present in 2 and 3) and the presence of random slope \(\text{ma}RT\) under ‘stimulus’ (absent in 1 and 2, present in 3).

The AIC of all these models appear highly dependent on \(\alpha\). Fig. 2 clearly shows the same trend as the between-pp correlation. Overall, the impact on AIC of changing \(\alpha\) is much larger than the impact of changing the predictor structure in the regression models.

In Fig. 2, the relative ordering of the models seems independent of \(\alpha\). If that were true, the \(\alpha\)-dependency of the AIC would be harmless for significance analyses. This is, however, not necessarily true. Clearly the inclusion of log frequency (model 1 versus 2, 3) provides a significant improvement, independent of \(\alpha\). However, when we focus on model 2 and 3 in Fig. 2 we obtain Fig. 3, showing that AIC(model 2) – AIC(model 3) changes sign about halfway the \(\alpha\) interval. The vertical gray bar indicates the \(\alpha\) region where the absolute value of the AIC difference is smaller than 2, that is, where the models do not significantly differ (Akaike criterion). As a consequence, the value of \(\alpha\) determines the statistical model to be preferred; in this case, whether or not \(\text{ma}RT\) is a random slope under stimulus or not, in other words, whether local trends matter in the RTs per stimulus, or not.

3.3. Participant-dependent \(\alpha\)

The improvements in the previous section were based on a detrending with a group-wide value of \(\alpha\). In the second experiment, we allow the value of \(\alpha\) to be participant-dependent. It is

![Figure 1: Average correlation between resorted detrended log(RT)-sequences in BALDEY, averaged over all between-participant pairs, as a function of the detrending parameter \(\alpha\).](image-url)
assumed constant across the participant’s sessions in BALDEY. For the optimization of the average between-participant correlation, the 20 optimal values of $\alpha$ are determined via a multivariate optimization function (nlm(), in R [21]).

The resulting 20 values of $\alpha$ were all between 0.05 and 0.1, except for two participants (with $\alpha \approx 0.4$ and $\alpha \approx 0.01$). A high $\alpha$ means that the current RT is influenced substantially by only the previous RT (that is, the local speed effects are really local); a value of $\alpha$ close to 0 means that the current RT is better predicted by a longer RT history.

Interestingly, the participant-dependent detrending only leads to a non-significant and minor improvement ($r=0.177$) of the average between-participant correlation, compared to group-wide $\alpha$ ($r=0.174$). Closer analysis shows that participant-dependent detrending helps substantially to improve the correlation between two participants (to $r=0.2$, approximately), to a smaller degree for a group of 5 participants, and hardly for a group of 20 participants. The same holds for the AIC of the regression models: improvements for participant-dependent are clear for a small number of participants, but are completely washed out in case of 20 participants.

3.4. Dynamic detrending

It is questionable whether a fixed low pass filter can cope with dynamic changes in local speed. Therefore, we conducted an experiment in which we allow $\alpha$ to dynamically change over time. This is done by

$$\alpha = \arg \min \sum_i (RT[i] - maRT[i])^2$$

in which $i$ denotes the trial index, and the sum is taken over a window of 100 consecutive RT values, instead of over the entire history. By sliding this window along the entire RT sequence, one obtains an estimation of the locally best value of $\alpha$. (In the equation, maRT depends on $\alpha$ via eq. 1.)

Figure 4 shows the resulting dynamic detrending parameter $\alpha$ as a function of trial index for the first participant in a session halfway the BALDEY experiment. The figure shows the participant’s adaptation directly from the start of the session, after which a stable pattern is reached for a short time; the stable trend is often disrupted again later in the session.

Figure 5 shows an overlay of all sessions of participant 1. This participant has a clear session-related behavior. On top of this trend, there are local disruptions, especially in the second half of the sessions, probably related to fatigue or distraction.

Table 1 shows the average between-participant correlation without detrending, by using the conventional ‘previous RT’-based detrending, the participant independent detrending, the participant dependent detrending, and the dynamic detrending.

Table 1: Average between-participant correlation values for different detrending options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detrending Type</th>
<th>Correlation Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no detrending</td>
<td>$0.06 \pm 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detrending by ‘RT previous’</td>
<td>$0.11 \pm 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participant independent detrending</td>
<td>$0.17 \pm 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participant dependent detrending</td>
<td>$0.17 \pm 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic detrending</td>
<td>$0.19 \pm 0.01$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The results in this paper clearly show that RTs are a complex phenomenon. By using a detrending procedure on BALDEY data, we are able to generate a detrended version of the raw RT sequence that extends the use of the ‘previous RT’ in lmer models. By a proper choice of $\alpha$, it is possible to both improve the between-participant correlation between RT sequences as well as the AIC of many lmer regression models. The resulting values of $\alpha$ (here 0.05 and 0.18) are not the same, but the fact that they are much smaller than 1 shows that the complex temporal structure in BALDEY is only partially captured by lmer models using ‘previous RT’.

Detrending matters for significance analyses. In minimally differing regression models that are in close competition with respect to their AIC values, a change in $\alpha$ may change the statistical model to be preferred and may turn a predictor deemed
significant to become insignificant and vice versa. This reasoning holds in general, taking into account the recent debates about the exact computation of the number of degrees of freedom in an lmer model, and the applicability of AIC in lmer models, especially with complex random structure [22, 23, 24].

Detrending has a clear interpretation in terms of the spectral properties of RT sequences. Invariably, researchers make sure that the random stimulus sequences they create are random, in all features that are under experimental control. As a result, it may be expected that all stimulus duration sequences are random, meaning that, taken as a time series, they are expected to have a flat spectrum. Figure 6 shows the average spectrum of 1000 different random orderings of the stimulus durations in the experiment reported in [15]. The figure confirms the fact that the expected spectrum is flat.

The mirror-image correspondence between Figs 1 and 2 may be rather surprising, since the measured used are very different. Mathematically, both methods deal with minimization of squared differences between observed and predicted RT data, but they differ in the way how the variance is explained: in terms of stimuli and participant properties, or in terms of correlations between weighted RTs over a long RT history.

The second experiment, in which $\alpha$ was participant-dependent, did not bring any improvement in terms of a better between-participant correlation, nor in terms of AIC of regression models. Apparently, a participant-focused detrending is not necessarily improving the performance on a group of participants when the group size exceeds 10 pps. The lack of improvement in this case might also be due to the fact that the 10 BALDEY sessions per participant were often quite different in their RT patterning.

The third experiment shows that it is possible to detect changes in participant’s behavior over experiment sessions. In the beginning of each sessions, the participant clearly has to adapt. The second half of most sessions is characterized by an increase of disruptions in the RT patterning, probably related to fatigue and changes in attention. In addition, there are substantial differences between sessions.

In the near future, we plan to experiment with alternative and fundamentally more profound methods for trend removal, by e.g. applying Chebyshev polynomials to the sequences of log-RTs. Chebyshev polynomials are preferred over regular polynomials because the former are less ill-behaved outside the interval of observation. We expect that non-linear trend removal with a Chebyshev polynomial of a reasonable order does not remove all seemingly structured medium-term fluctuations from the log-RT sequences. An inverse filtering operation, which is known from speech processing, can then be applied for additional spectral flattening. This could be achieved by applying a covariance LPC analysis [25] to overlapping sequences of log-RT observations, and by using the predictor parameters as the coefficients in an inverse filter. The combination of such a detrending method with linear mixed effect modeling is topic for further research. Another, related future direction is the deepening of the connection with Generalized Additive Models (e.g., [26]), spectral approaches (e.g., [10]) and risk modeling (e.g., [27]).
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